
 

Attacked by a Shark but 

Saved by a Queen 

 
Queen Cutlery has been known over the years for its innovation in knife design and use 

of materials. They are documented as one of the first cutleries to use stainless steel for 

blades and springs starting in the early 1920s. Of course they also offered carbon steel in 

their knives during these early years also. After WWII Queen Cutlery made a major 

commitment to stainless in their knives. E. C. Erickson was elected president of Queen 

City Cutlery in 1940. He was a creative manager and cutlery designer and it was he that 

led to company through war years. In 1946, Queen City Cutlery, incorporated in 1922 in 

Delaware, was dissolved as a Corporation and re-incorporated in Pennsylvania as Queen 

Cutlery Company.  

This is a short story of the use of one of Erickson’s inventions, the Big Chief, Queen 

Cutlery Pattern #45. Below are the patent documents, a news paper article about three 

men attacked in a raft by a shark in the Atlantic and the use of a Big Chief to fight off the 

shark. The Big Chief was patented in 1955 and the knife was produced for many years 

ending production in 2008. The patented design was also used of several Queen Barlow 

patterns also show below. 

 

 

Queen Pattern #45, Easy Open Big Chief 

 



 

 

 

The Big Chief was sold by the thousands all across America and found it home in many 

tackle boxes. It was especially popular in the southeast and particularly near salt water 

environments. Having only four parts, cast aluminum housing, a stainless blade and 

spring and one pin, it was a simple knife; and in the easy open pattern could be opened 

readily with a gloved hand. 

The following information was provided by Robert Siple of Meadville, PA. Bob was sales 

manager at Queen for many years and it was during his time there that the shark 

incident occurred. 

 

 

News article about the shark attack from “The Star” February 19, 1980 

 Courtesy of Robert Siple 

 

 

 



 

 

News article from “The Titusville Herald” Friday, February 15, 1980 



 

Erickson’s Patent – 1955 



 

Erickson’s Patent – 1955 

 



 

The Big Chief shown above was given to Robert Siple by a salt water salvage diver from 

Florida. It was modified by drilling a large hole to accommodate a heavy bale and clasp; 

am example of the heavy work this pattern could do. Courtesy of Robert Siple 

 

Other examples of Erickson’s Patent No. 2728139 used in the Barlow and the smaller 

#45M pattern. 
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